Midas+™ Comply™
What is your cost of non-compliance?

Compliance is everyone’s responsibility. Engage, achieve, and realize continuous compliance and accreditation readiness with Midas+Comply.

The abundance of regulatory requirements (for example, CMS, The Joint Commission, DNV, ANCC, or state-related) requires a dedicated, committed, and organizational response to ensure compliance. With Midas+Comply you can reduce non-compliance costs that are related to survey findings, outside resources, and extraneous time, while you promote proactive compliance throughout the organization and eliminate the traditional fear of on-site surveys.

Promote Compliance
The Midas+Comply solution proactively transforms your compliance and accreditation processes with a central, easily accessible, browser-based, enterprise solution. The unique workgroup methodology promotes active involvement across your entire organization, fosters communication and collaboration, and facilitates a culture shift towards proactive, continuous compliance.

Produce Results
With the Midas+ Comply solution’s automated integration of completely customizable audits, assessments, and action plans, your organization can quickly identify areas of concern and best practices, while maintaining the history of all related documentation.

Midas+Comply allows you to conduct Root Cause Analysis (RCA) and Hazard Vulnerability Analysis (HVA) and share real-time compliance and accreditation status through the use of specialized dashboards, reports, and automated email notifications.

Provide Value
- Achieve accreditation and compliance
- Promote responsibility and accountability
- Access the most current compliance requirements
- Engage staff, at multiple levels, in the compliance process
- Proactively identify and resolve systemic or other concerns
- Create a central, historical source for all related compliance activities
- Focus future compliance efforts via actionable compliance data

Real-Time Compliance
Midas+ Comply provides dynamic compliance, rather than a static view, through the use of its integrated features:
- Audits
- Assessments
- Corrective Action Plans
- Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
- Hazard Vulnerability Analysis (HVA)
- Enterprise & Reporting Capabilities
- Available integration with Midas+Statit piMD to leverage enhanced and dynamic Indicators and Scorecards

Accreditation & Compliance
- With Midas+Comply, prove your compliance and be prepared for your next survey today and beyond!
Audits
Continual monitoring of compliance is essential for achieving and maintaining accreditation readiness. Midas+Comply provides a variety of features to successfully facilitate that continual process, including:
- Audit templates provided for immediate use or for customization as needed to meet your specific objectives;
- Step-by-step wizards that simplify audit template creation, audit assignments, and audit reporting;
- Areas of concern as well as best practices programmatically identified;
- Automatic generation of related Corrective Action Plans for each area of non-compliance;
- Flexible audit response options, other than generic “Yes/No”, facilitating numerical data entry and reporting;
- Selected audits automatically assigned to desired personnel in multiple locations at your customized time intervals;
- Audit completion assured via automated email notifications and scheduled alerts;
- Real-time report creation using provided report options and fully customizable, interactive charting, allowing each user to view and share applicable information;
- Audit reports generated and shared in one, central location, eliminating the need to manually send this information.

Assessments
Periodic assessments allow facilities to validate compliance status across all accreditation organizations. The Midas+ Comply solution’s unique and customizable workgroup methodology promotes a realistic and sharable view of compliance and serves as a potential educational opportunity for applicable staff members. Features include:
- Automatic delivery of updated requirements from the various accrediting organizations, eliminating the need to manually compare versions;
- Access to all current and historical assessment information including past survey findings, comments, related documents, and applicable Corrective Action Plans;
- Real-time Audit integration with related requirements validates compliance status for all assessment members.

Corrective Action Plans
Identifying areas of concern is critical to ensure accreditation readiness, but completing plans to prevent such areas from initially occurring is vital. Midas+ Comply’s Corrective Action Plans features allow you to:
- Centrally manage plans with individual priorities, due dates, responsible individuals, and risk reduction strategies;
- Reference specific details and include supporting documentation to ensure identification of problem areas, not solely problem symptoms;
- Use historical information to identify potential trends in the mitigation process and allow proactive measures to be enacted, as appropriate;
- Facilitate organization-wide communication, knowledge sharing, and plan completion using automated and on-demand email notifications.

Root Cause Analysis (RCA) and Hazard Vulnerability Analysis (HVA)
Although the included integration with Midas+Care Management (as applicable) significantly facilitates the RCA process, Midas+Comply on its own provides powerful RCA functionality. Specific capabilities include:
- Secured access to events-related information;
- Step-by-step wizard to guide members through applicable proximate factors, while allowing customization of process steps where needed;
- Automatic generation of resultant Corrective Action Plans to ensure all findings are identified and resolved, as appropriate;
- Ability to include progress notes, related documentation, and access to all related historical information.

Additionally, Midas+ Comply’s HVA functionality provides a centralized source to evaluate all applicable facility-related risk events, and includes the following features:
- Customizable HVA categories and related events;
- Automatic risk calculation and prioritization for each event, based on magnitude and mitigation.

Enterprise and Reporting Capabilities
Midas+Comply is available for a single facility or an enterprise organization with multiple locations and compliance needs. Additionally, all included reporting capabilities are both facility-specific and/or enterprise-related as well.

With a variety of provided report templates, the ability to customize such reports, and the exporting capabilities to Microsoft Excel, Midas+Comply saves valuable time and increases communication and progress across the organization by maintaining and distributing vital information from a central source.

The combination of your staff and Midas+ Comply is your pathway to accreditation readiness and continuous compliance!